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We present here a NGS-based tool for InDel marker discovery (mInDel), a 19
high-performance computing pipeline for the development of InDel markers between any 20 two genotypes. The mInDel pipeline proficiently develops InDel markers by comparing 21 shared region size using sliding alignments between assembled contigs or reference 22
genomes. mInDel has successfully designed thousands of InDel markers from maize 23 NGS data locally and genome-wide. The program needs less than 2 hours to run when 24 using 20 threads on a high-performance computing server to implement 40G data. 25 Conclusions 26 mInDel is an efficient, integrated pipeline for a high-throughput design of InDel markers 27 between genotypes. It will be particularly applicable to the crop species which require a 28 sufficient amount of DNA markers for molecular breeding selection. mInDel is freely 29 available for downloading at www.github.com/lyd0527/mInDel website. 30
Background 31 For most plant species, genetic mapping of a trait of interest relies largely upon the 32 trait-marker association revealed from segregating populations [1-3]. The quantity and 33 quality of molecular markers are therefore instrumental to the resolution and accuracy of 34 successful linkage construction, gene mapping, and cloning studies [4] [5] [6] [7] . The 35 development of a proficient and cost-effective marker system is also critical in other 36 studies including population genetics, molecular evolution and marker assisted breeding, 37 etc [8-10]. 38
In the past decades, the Southern blot-based marker systems such as restriction fragment 39 length polymorphism (RFLP) have been progressively replaced by PCR-based markers 40 such as random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), simple sequence repeat (SSR), and 41 amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP). However, the development and 42
large-scale screening of polymorphic molecular makers at the time usually involved 43 extensive library construction and Sanger sequencing which are time-consuming and 44
labor-intensive. The recent advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has 45
revolutionized the pace and throughput of sequence information generation, and greatly 46 accelerated the discovery processes for genetic markers [11, 12] . A large amount of single 47 nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) were developed based on NGS data and showed a 48 strong vitality in several studies [11, 13] . 49
Compared to other PCR-based marker types and the more recent SNP system, 50
Insertion-Deletion markers (InDels) have shown several advantages. Firstly, InDels are 51 much more abundant than other PCR-based markers such as SSRs in genomes [15] [16] [17] [18] . 52
Secondly, InDels are potentially multi-allelic and codominant, offering more genomic 53
information than the bi-allelic SNPs [18] [19] [20] . Lastly, existing InDels can be readily used to 54 genotype new materials via simple gel electrophoresis, whereas SNP detection requires 55 specialized and usually more expensive equipment (e.g. DHPLC) or assays (e.g. 56
TaqMan). All these characteristics make InDel markers highly suitable for applications 57 from basic genomic research to applied plant molecular breeding. 58
Faced with the great wealth of sequence information generated from NGS however, 59
existing programs or pipelines for Indel marker discovery are struggling to keep in step.
60
They are usually reliant on a reference genome and can only discover small indels (<= 10 61 nt) due to the limited alignment algorithm; the primer design efficiency is often 62 compromised by the large nucleotide variation flanking the InDels, all of which inhibited 63 their usage in plant molecular breeding. To overcome the aforementioned problems, here 64
we present and validate an efficient and high-throughput pipeline for InDel markers 65 development based on NGS data independent of a reference genome. The mInDel 66 pipeline has been primarily designed to work with diploid plant genomes, but can also be 67 applied to polyploid plant species such as cotton, wheat and potato. 68
Implementation 69
Overview of the pipeline mInDel is a comprehensive and high performance marker development program to 71 identify specific InDel primers between genotypes in a high-throughput manner. mInDel 72 mainly implements five modules: the Pre-processing module, the De novo assembly 73 module, the overlap PCR primer design in batch module ,the ePCR mapping module and 74
InDel screening and marker development module. In the following, we describe the 75 mInDel pipeline for InDel marker development, including one pre-processing step, three 76 main marker discovery steps and a post-processing step, as shown in Figure 1 . 77
Pre-processing 78
This module is intended for quality control of sequence data, filtering against low quality, 79 short reads and low complex regions. First, the Btrim [21] program is employed to remove 80 low quality nucleotides at the 3'-end of a read by Q20 (Phred score of 20). Then, a custom 81
Perl script removes sequence reads shorter than 40 bp (L40). When a sequence from a 82 sequence-pair was removed, the remaining one is put into a separate file and used as a 83 singleton during De novo assembly. 84
De novo assembly 85
This module is designed for a high quality sequence assembly. We provide two different 86 assembly strategies for two commonly used platforms (Illumina, Sanger and 454). For the 87
Illumina platform with relatively shorter reads, we adopt the de-Bruijn graphs algorithm 88
[22,23], which was specifically designed for processing short sequences and has been 89 shown to be effective for sequence assembly. For Sanger or 454 platform with relatively 90 long reads, the overlap algorithm [24,25] is employed for its efficacy at producing high 91 quality assemblies of genome data. Here, SOAPdenovo2 [26] (Illumina Platform) or 92
Newbler (sanger or 454 Platform) (http://www.454.com/products/analysis-software/) are 93 used for sequence assembly using a coverage cutoff of 5 and discarding contigs shorter 94 than 100 bp. By providing two different assembly strategies, mInDel enables users to 95 choose flexibly according to their specificneeds. 96 The output file is parsed and generates a list of probe primers consisting of the primer 103 sequence, the calculated melting temperature, the quality score of the primer set, primer 104 positions, primer lengths, the PCR product length, and the amount of overlap between 105 fragments. 106 ePCR mapping and polymorphic screening This module is designed for ePCR mapping. In silico PCR strategy is used to predict 108 possible InDel differences from orthologous and homologous loci between any two 109 genotypes. Primer sets generated from the previous module are run through in silico PCR 110 analysis, with a threshold less than 3 mismatch bases using Bowtie aligner [28] . PCR 111 products from a given region with different amplicon sizes are used to mine potential 112
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InDels among orthologous and homologous loci between the two samples. As a result, 113 The raw FASTQ-formatted reads were then pre-processed by Q20 and L40 filtering using 144 mInDel's quality control module. As a result, 21. 
